Sustainable Environmental Practices
PROVIDING SERVICES IN A SUSTAINABLE MANNER
Performing service for our clients, in a sustainable manner,
is part of regular operating procedure for Willamette
Express. There are four primary potentially negative
environmental impacts associated with a moving, storage &
systems furniture service company:
•
•
•
•

SURPLUS FURNITURE (SYSTEMS & FREE-STANDING)
MOVING BOXES
SHRINKWRAP
FUEL

As will be detailed in the following sections, Willamette Express has in place strategies, policies
and procedures to greatly mitigate negative environmental impacts resulting from the work we
do.
RE: SURPLUS FURNITURE (SYSTEMS & FREE-STANDING): It is not at all unusual for clients to
discard freestanding and systems furniture when moving to a new location. Simply taking such
items to waste transfer is obviously a negative environmental outcome. It is therefore the policy
and practice of Willamette Express to aid in: 1) attempt sale of surplus items; 2) offer reuse,
repurposing of surplus items for charitable donation (with possible donor tax deduction); 3)
recycle surplus items to the maximum extent possible (As noted below, there is a high
recyclable metal content in much surplus office furniture.).
RE: MOVING BOXES: As noted below, Willamette Express follows State of Oregon guidelines
for the maximum recycled content of 68% in the 1.5 cu.ft. moving boxes we provide. These
boxes remain the most cost effective manner for clients to move office contents. Their initial
recycled content, reuse and end-of-life use as content for new boxes makes these a mildly
impactful supply item.
RE: SHRINK-WRAP: This product is heavily used in moving, system furniture work and the

operation of storage/distribution facilities. The plastic used is less easily processed for reuse,
requiring high-temperature furnaces to reprocess the waste shrink-wrap into new product. The
raw waste must also be extremely free of contaminants (e.g.: anything other than the shrinkwrap). After a number of years of unsuccessful searching, Willamette Express located Avoco
Plastics. This company processes used shrink-wrap for use in the manufacture of wood-waste /
waste-plastic outdoor decking material. Our crews are trained to bring all waste shrink-wrap to
our shop, to decontaminate the shrink-wrap, stuff into protective bags and place in Avoco pickup bins. As will be shown below, this policy and practice has had a significant positive
downward impact on our solid waste stream. Use of this product is unavoidable and extensive
in our work (ask any facilities staff) and Willamette Express provides a positive outcome.
RE: FUEL: As noted below, the nature and circumstances of service offered to clients by

Willamette Express mitigates the potential negative impact of fuel consumption. Use of moving
vans is essential for delivering supplies, equipment, product stock and for transporting office
contents and furnishings from location to location. However, the low percentage of actual
project time when the trucks are consuming fuel diminishes negative environmental impact.

BIG ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS OF THE MOVING INDUSTRY
a) SURPLUS FURNITURE
Surplus furniture (freestanding and system furniture) is a common feature in office moving.
Willamette Express has adopted as policy and practice to avoid whenever possible entry of this
product into the solid waste stream. Furniture dumped at a waste transfer station is a failure.
Resale, while most desirable and always attempted, is often not feasible, since an
overabundance of used product resides in the U.S. market. Willamette Express has adopted
the policy and practice of aiding clients to REUSE surplus furniture through DONATON and
RECYCLE surplus furniture components.
Surplus electronics are not a negative environmental impact when Oregon laws on disposal are
followed. Since January 1, 2010, all electronic devices and monitors are deposited at
accredited electronics breaker-recyclers for component reuse.
FURNITURE REUSE:
Willamette Express has developed a network of educational, nonprofit and religious clients that make use of donated furnishings. Surplus furniture donation
resulting in a Federal Income Tax Deduction will mitigate and possibly eliminate storage and
disposal costs.
DonorsResource has a membership of 300 area nonprofits that are candidates for reuse of the surplus
office furniture.
Technical Assistance for Community Services has
been foundational member of the non-profit
community in the Portland/Vancouver region for
decades. Their regular contact with thousands of
agencies and programs facilitates excellent access to recipients of surplus furnishings.
FURNITURE COMPONENT RECYCLING:
Willamette Express also pursues recycling of the
great bulk of the metal components of excess
furniture. The total weight of typical office
furniture stock measures in the region of 80% to
90% is metal content (mostly steel).
Successfully locating a furniture breaking operation
mitigates disposal costs and is an environmentally
sustainable practice.
Willamette Express utilizes Far West Fibers and Schnitzer Steel for
purchase of recyclable ferrous metals.

MOVING BOXES and
SHRINK-WRAP
Moving companies provide two material supplies that most impact
our environment: cardboard boxes and shrink-wrap. The moving
boxes we offer contain 65% recycled material (via State of Oregon
recommended guidelines). When returned to Willamette Express,
these boxes are reused, up to six or seven times. At the end of their
usable life, they become recycled content in new boxes.
Shrink-wrap presents a more difficult problem.
The plastic used is not readily recyclable and
this ubiquitous, heavily used product is the
major input to the waste stream of moving and
system furniture service companies.
Shipments of furniture stock we receive are
wrapped with it. We use it hourly to protect and
secure office goods on moving carts, box
stacks on dollies, system furniture components
in transit. This one product makes up half of
the solid waste stream of a company providing
our warehouse distribution, moving and system
furniture services.
After years of unsuccessful searching,
Willamette Express has accomplished locating
a company that will accept used shrink-wrap for
recycling. Avoco Plastics can use this plastic
material in the manufacture of outdoor decking
and we have arranged to provide our used
material to them. Our solid waste output has
been halved and the wasteful end of a
necessary tool for moving has been positively
resolved.

To date, Willamette Express is the only
mover and system furniture installer in the
area taking advantage of this recycling
solution for shrink-wrap.
Cutting our waste stream in half meant
cutting our dumpster size to the smallest
box Waste Management provides.

Metrics for reduced waste and cost savings by avoiding sending shrink-wrap to the
landfill.

Waste Management Invoices 2008,
2009 and 2017 showing sharp
decline in waste stream upon
implementing shrink-wrap
recycling;

ENVIRONMENTALLY RESPONSIBLE BUSINESS PRACTICES
Fuel efficient vehicles:
o
o

The diesel trucks used by Willamette Express achieve a 30%-35% increase in mileage over gasoline
vehicles (USDOE statistics)
Diesel engines achieve 33% greater longevity than gasoline engines;
o Higher cylinder compression required a heavier engine build;
o Higher torque at lower engine speed aids in engine longevity;

Willamette Express uses ODOT mandated 5% Biofuel. We do not use a higher percent of cold-process Biofuel
due to increased maintenance requirements.
o From: “Biodiesel Fuel Basics”
U.S. Department of Energy's Office of Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy:
https://energy.gov/eere/energybasics/articles/biodiesel-fuel-basics
“Users must be aware of the potential impact of switching to high-level biodiesel blends on engine
warranties, low-temperature gelling, and the solvency/cleaning effect, if regular diesel was previously
used, and microbial contamination. All these issues can be handled, but currently B100 use might be
best for professional fleets with maintenance departments prepared to manage these issues.
We are highly interested in experimenting with a fuel switch to RHD (Renewable Hydrocarbon Diesel). This
plant based fuel is processed differently than Biodiesel (technically, “hydrotreating” vs. “transesterification”).
The different outcomes are marked and many. With RDH, conversion from fossil diesel requires no engine
modification or fuel additives. There are significant reductions over Biodiesel in NOx, CO, particulate and
Hydrocarbon emission and the mileage capability of petroleum diesel is maintained.
Last year, Willamette Express was in contact with local distributor, Star Oil Co., to begin purchasing a RHD
product made by NESTE Fuels. Before discussions were finalized, the Star Oil Co. representative informed us
that U.S. regulatory questions about the fuel’s production at the NESTE Singapore refinery were halting
availability. We are continuing contact with Star Oil Co. about when this product or an alternative might
become available. RHD is the fuel solution we are looking for, until the next generation of trucking propulsion
is available.
Emission retrofits on capital equipment:
Willamette Express uses the services of Northwest Truck Repair and has requested a truck-by-truck
assessment of the cost and potential benefit of adding aftermarket equipment which might improve
performance and emissions reduction. We will receive these proposals as trucks undergo scheduled
maintenance over the next several months.
Bus passes for employees:
Willamette Express offers cost sharing on Tri-Met passes and currently two employees utilize this
accommodation.
Route optimization:
Every trip we make is entered into a computer-mapping program (Google Maps, Bing Maps, etc.). They all
provide optimal routes and we depend on these to keep the trucks on the road for a short a time as possible.
We’re not a bus line or delivery company with a regular route to stick to. Less miles equals less fuel, equals
less cost, which are the constant goals, every trip.

COMMITMENT TO SUSTAINABLE PRACTICES IN THE OFFICE:
In our office, one use on one side does not is not the time
to crumple paper. Both sides must be fully used before the
woody leaf may retire.

Clackamas County provides office recycling bins and
Waste Management defines the bulk of what leaves Willamette Express as
recyclable.

WILLAMETTE EXPRESS BUSINESS RECYCLING GUIDELINES:
Willamette Express utilizes Office Recycling Guidelines as prepared by CalRecycle, located at:
o http://www.calrecycle.ca.gov/reducewaste/office/
You can only recycle waste that you have failed to prevent. So, place your emphasis on reducing waste if you
can, then recycle the waste that you must generate.
However, there is an old saying, "In theory, practice and theory are the same, in practice, they are not." You
might need to start with the concepts and practices that staff are most familiar with, and are thus more likely to
rapidly embrace. Go for the low hanging fruit first.
Do what is easy just to get staff started. Even those
easy things require commitment to making changes
in people's daily habits, and habits are hard to change.
For many, recycling is the best place to start.

REDUCE
Set your photocopiers and printers to print on both sides by default.
•

All printers and copiers are defaulted to “economy” print and “double-sided” printing.

Make computer files, not paper files when possible. If you have not explored computer alternatives to
paper in a couple years, then you really have a lot of catching up to do. Numerous free or inexpensive software
programs, such as Stickies or NoteWhen can reduce or eliminate the need for sticky notes and note pads.
These programs, as well as most electronic calendars and task lists, can be set to remind you of some event
or task with a special message at any time in the future. Small handheld computers, such as the Zire sold by
palmOne, the iPaq sold by HP, and all the others models and brands are especially good for reminding, note
taking, calendar scheduling, and other paper-consuming tasks.
•

Willamette Express uses Post-It Lite software and MS Outlook notes to reduce use of physical post-its.

Recent advances in computer software make it easy to create documents that are encrypted, password
protected, and safe from either unauthorized access or alteration. This can be done with very sophisticated
free and low cost software. Electronic signatures are widely accepted and legally binding. Over the long run,
electronic files save floor and file space. In most cases electronic documents are safer than paper. Backup
copies can be easily transferred to high capacity low cost removable media, such as compact discs or

removable hard drives, and stored off-site. Backups can also be transferred over secure internet connections
for off-site storage. You never need to loose documents to fire or flood or theft.
Computer magazines such as PC Magazine and Computer World have searchable websites that can get you
started. You can also contact bzassist@calrecycle.ca.gov for ideas.
•

Willamette Express uses Adobe Acrobat Professional to create
editable .pdf documants and Softi OCR to convert editable and
non-editable .pdf files to MS Word documents.

Fight junk mail--Take steps to reduce the amount of junk mail that your
office receives. See Reducing Unsolicited Mail at Your Business.

Reuse
Reuse envelopes and send them through the mail again whenever
possible. We understand that business do not like to send some types
of mail in used envelopes for reasons of corporate image. However,
many businesses conduct a fair amount of mailing of types where
corporate image in not a factor. For this type of mailing, use labels to
cover the old address on used envelopes. Some companies sell reuse
labels for envelopes, which have a discrete message at the bottom explaining that this envelope was reused to
save trees.
Have each staff persons set aside paper that they use on only one side, so that it can be reused for
printing drafts in your printer, or glued together to make scratch pads. As staff accumulate paper, they can
transfer it to a centrally located storage box, possibly next to a printer or photocopiers.
•

Willamette Express has used this strategy for years.

Use padding compound, the glue that holds paper together in tablets, to make scratch pads form your paper
that was used only on one side. Padding compound is available from many office supply stores. You can
clamp the edge of the paper together with blocks of wood and C-clamps, or you can invest in a small paper
padding press. Several types are sold for well under $150.
•

Willamette Express uses a 30” paper cutter to create 4 ¼ x 5 ½ “ note pads and 2” binder clips to bind
note pads and note tablets. We pass by the legal pad aisle at Office Depot.

Buy "recycled" toner cartridges, and send your spent toner cartridges to be "recycled". Commercially, this is
referred to as recycling, but it is actually a form of reuse.
•

Willamette Express uses the Office Depot Worklife Reward Program, earning cash credits for ink
cartridge purchase by recycling spent cartridges.

Encourage staff to use reusable coffee mugs when they pick up coffee in the morning on their way into the
office. Hang a mug reuse poster in your break room.
•
•

Willamette Express utilizes this policy.
Empty deposit containers are collected for redemption.

Invest in rechargeable batteries and battery chargers for digital cameras, flashlights, and other small
devices. If your staff can be trusted to not accidentally throw away or lose the rechargeable batteries, in the

long run it would be cheaper and better for the environment. For more information on recycling and proper
disposal of batteries, please visit CalRecycle's Batteries home page.
•

Willamette Express uses rechargeable batteries for cameras, computer mice, cmputer keyboards, cell
phones, etc.

Recycle
Recycle glass, plastic, metal cans, white paper, and mixed
paper and organics as you do at home. (You do that at home,
don't you?)
How to Start Recycling Paper. To start a recycling program, determine which material you want to recycle,
find someone to pick up the material, put recycling bins around your office, and get staff to participate. That is
"all" there is to it. Having commitment from your management to encourage staff will help. But it is even more
important to have management participate. For a more through exploration of how to start, see Creating a
Paper Reduction Campaign In Your Office.
•

Willamette Express uses the blank back side of printed paper before recycling fully expended paper. All
paper and all materials accepted for recycling by Waste Management Co. of Oregon are recycled.

Yellow pages directories generally have recycling vendors who will pick up your recyclables. Look under
headings such as recycling, refuse, waste disposal, etc. One yellow page directory has a heading called,
Waste Disposal Reduction and Recycling. Call around to see who can offer you the best pickup service. Each
vendor will have their own requirements and conditions. Schedules and prices can be negotiated. Sample
contracts are also available for download from the Waste Prevention Information Exchange, a program of
CalRecycle. Most vendors will supply large bins to keep in the yard. Some will provide smaller bins to place
around the office. The types of services provided by local recycling vendors varies throughout the state. Shop
around and compare. You can buy your own bins if need be. See the list of bin manufactures.
Some counties and cities have recycling coordinators who can help you. To find the recycling coordinator in
your community, look in the government section of your phone directory. The public works department for your
county or city is the most likely place to find the recycling coordinator. Also see The Waste Prevention
Information Exchange's page on Local Contacts for Waste Prevention and Recycling.
•

Clackamas County Recycling Coordinator Office provides recycling containers for each employee
workstation.

Willamette Express uses the Office Depot Worklife Reward Program,
earning cash credits for ink cartridge purchase by recycling spent
cartridges.

Buy Recycled
You are not recycling if you send your waste to be recycled, but you do not buy products made from recycled
content.
Recycled Content Product Directory--May include products of any business in any country that
manufactures or produces with recycled material. This directory is intended to be used by all types of buyers:
government, business, and consumers.
RecycleStore--This database lists only products of businesses that are located in one of California's Recycling
Market Development Zones. The RecycleStore is targeted at consumers.
Recycled-Content Building Products--This section of the Recycled Content Product Directory lists
manufacturers of recycled-content building products.
Look for the type and the amount of recycled content in anything that you buy. Postconsumer content is
better than postmanufacturer content. If the paper has postconsumer content it will most likely say so.
Otherwise, assume the claimed recycled content is postmanufacturer.
•

Willamette Express prefernetially purchases products with high recycled content. (e.g. This paper you
are holding is 100% recycled content.)

Other Purchasing Considerations
Buy only what you know you will use. This may seem obvious, but keep in mind that there is an
environmental cost to buying something and letting it sit on the shelf forever. If that something is a solvent, or a
solvent-containing liquid such as paint or some cleaners, by the time that product spoils, the solvents will have
evaporated and contributed needlessly to air pollution. Many items have a useable shelf life. Some paper
manufacturers claim that even paper should be used within a couple years to prevent jams in copy machines
and printers. The adhesive on envelopes goes bad in time. Bulk purchasing can be a excellent way to reduce
costs, and the use of packaging and fossil fuels for transport, but find the balance.
Intersperse regular use of strong cleaners and solvents with less toxic and water based cleaners.
Everything from process machinery to toilets need to be cleaned occasionally, but if you clean regularly, you
don't need to use the strongest chemicals known to humankind each and every time. A growing practice is to
use the strong stuff about every fourth time, and use milder alternatives in between. U. S. EPA maintains a
Database of Environmental Information for Products and Services. Greenseal is another good source of
information on environmentally preferable products. You might also try the Environmentally Preferable
Purchasing section of the Waste Prevention Information Exchange, and the CalRecycle Environmentally
Preferable Purchasing page for other sources of information.
•

Willamette Express understands that nearly all cleaning liquids are made at a higher concentration than
needed for effective cleaning. We water-down nearly everything.

Reduce Packaging
Select products from suppliers and manufactures that use minimal packaging. If you buy paper by the
case, by paper that is not packaged in individual reams. If you buy cleaning agents by the case, buy those that
do not have cardboard dividers between the bottles. Look for similar waste reduction opportunities in all your
purchasing. If you work for company large enough to make a difference, tell the manufactures that your
selections are based on the amount of packaging that they use.
Reuse packing material whenever possible, and look for ways to reduce its use when you send products to
customers.
•

At Willamette Express, the shipping boxes and padding that we receive products in are the boxes we use
to ship.

See the CalRecycle packaging website for more ideas.

